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ABSTRACT
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su- information in small "chunks." It is further prposed that it
tA ss less time to analyze a stimulus if large "chunks" are the units
of.analysis.-It is concluded that although response'latency is an
important and stable. indicator of cogn'tive style, accuracy varies
according to the degree'of compatibi ity between the subject's
strategy of analysis and.task regutfements. No Apmerical data are
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Aspects of Information Processing'Related to Differences in Conceptual Tempo

Tamar Zelniker

Abstract 0.
-

, We consider the possibility that imPulSive children aie not inferpr ib

reflective children in their general problem solving ability. Rather, we

propose that differences in strategies of visual information processing of

.thee two conceptual style groups lead to superior performance of

reflective children in so far as the tasks commonly employed correspond

to their processing strategy. We hypothesized thaI reflective children

have'a tendency for detailed analysis whereas impulsive children process

information more globally. New MFF problemS were designed to tap both

these dtrategies. Impulsive children performed better on MFF problems

that require "global" analysis rather than on problems that require "detail"

analysis, while reflective children showed the opposite trend. On the

basis of these restillts it is proposed that impulsive children analyze

spatial information in large "chunks" and that reflective Ohildr.en analyze

such information in small "chunks". It is further proposed that it takes'

less tim. to'analyie a stimu1u s if l arge "chunks" are the units of analysis.

The iniplicption of these propositions is that although response latency is
a

an important and stable indicator of cognitive style, accuracy varies

according to the degree of ccimpatibility between the subject's strategy

of analysis and task requirements.
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Reflective children who perform more slowly and more accurately on

the MFF teat haim also been found to be superior to impulSive children

on a variety of tasks. In the, absence of onsistent IQ differences between

subjects classified as impulsive and reflective,, it seems important to find
-

out whether variables otherthan gener61 ability br potential may accorint

for differences in problem solving of impulsive and reflective children.

,Various performance measures (Kagan, Rosman, Day, Albert &

Phillips, 19,64; Kagan, 1965) and modification experiments (Egeland, 1974;

Heider, 1971; Meichenbaum & Goodman, 19
/

Hetherington, p71) appear to indicate that the dimension of reflection-

impulsivity may be characterized by different strategies of information

processf^g.' One possibility that emerges frorn the data is that
4

; Ridberg, *Parke &

,reflective children may have a greater tendency than impulsive zhildren

to analyze visual stimuli into component details. .Conversly, it may be

proposed.pat impulsive children ,have -a greater tendency to focus on the

total stimulus or to employ a more global analysis.
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ng (Odom, McIntyre & Neaf, 1971) as well as

ovement studies lend .some support to the pro-..

ve and reflective children may differ in the way

information. Indeed, it appears th'k manlkof

ith reflective and impulsive children require

nd would therefore, be expecte'd to amPlify

in tendency for analysis. The question then, is

ildren are superior to ,impulsive children in

general ability or is heir superior performance attributable to the nature

of their analysis stra egy and to the fact that the usual te'sks employed

required such analysi .

To examine the p position that reflective and impulsive children

employ different strat gies of stimulus analysis it is necessary to.com-

pare their performance on tasks that differ in the type of analysis they.,

require; one such tas "should require detailed analysis and the other,

global. analysis

Support forrthe pro osed strategy differences would be obtained if

each cognitive style gr up would perform better in tasks that were com-

patible with their pref rei strategy. Specifically, imptilsive children
J .

should perform better on the "global" than on the "detail" task whereas

reflective children shou d show the opposite trend;- thais, perform

more poorly on the "glo

f

al"-than on the "detail"
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To provide such a comparison, we designed' "detaiP' and "global"

- analysis-demanding problems by drawing new MFF cards. In "aeiail"

cards, variants differed from the standard in some detail inside the

figure and in "global" cards the differences were in the contour of'the

variants. The "global" problems were drawn so that analysis of the

stimuli into small comPonent,parts would interfere with the solution.

of the problems. The design of these problems was based on our judge-

ment as to which 4gures, if analyzed into small sections, would be

more difficult to solve than if analyzed more globally. We thought

it would be particularlY interesting -if the MFF test, used to classify

subjects as impulsiveOr reflective, would produce differential

affect onthe two cognitive stYle groups aS a result of the mere

modification of stimulus pictures.

The MR' and the new "detail" and "global" MFF probleMs were

administered to impulsive and reflective fourth-graders, averaging

nine years and 5 months of age.

The results of this study showed that Overall, reflective children

were slower and more gccurate than impulsive children. "detail"

problems were performed more slowly than "global" /problems but

6
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there was no dihYrence in error sC r ) otween the4wo tasks. Acei
significath cognitiVe,style 1::T. task interaction for reoonse latenci

indicated that reflective children, had shorter latency scores in the

"global" than in the "detail" tasii.but no difference was obtained

for latenOir scores of impulsive children in the two tasks.

y e by task inter-'Most interesting was' the significant cognitiv

aqiion which, indiCated that imaatte childrel pelformed significantly..

more accurately on "global" thari.on "detail" problems it& that

gleas.

reflective child n showed,the opposite, trend, namely, made si nif cantly

more errors in the "global" than. in the'"detail." task. glearly, this
)interaction supports the p,roposed differences in strategy of stimulus

analy s of.impulsive dnd reflectivechildrerie

s interesting to note that,across cognitive styles, there was no
.4

signi i ant differe n number of errors prOduced in the two ta. . t
This neans that the "global" sMFF was nOt simply easier than the

"detail" MFF. Rather, the "global" MFF which was easier than ''.detail"

mrF for impulsive children, turned out to be more difficult than "detail"

MFF fOrYeflective childrn. L

While the greater accuracy of impursive as compared to reflectiv

rct

Children on the "global" MFF did not reach significanc2, impulsive

- children were nevertheless superior tg reflective childr ,z_111 that task
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in that they pertiormed the task sfcrnificantly faster than reflective

children,

The fact that the relative speed and accuracy o impulsive and
-7

reflective children was the same in-the"detail" M F arid the standard

\MFF but not in the "global" MFF,, supports tiT tion-that in the

standard MFF subjects are re.quired to analyze ,stmuli into component

^

and impulsive subjec s are inferior on that task due to their

obal s rateOr of analysis.

The results, then, demonstrate that strategy of analysis is an

impOrtdnt, 'though, not necessarily the only, variable underlying

the reflection-impUlsivity dimension.

This experiment led 'uS to consider a nuMbv of propositions,

suggested by the data, which provide an explanation fOr a large

volume of accumulated research in this area as well'as guidlines
A

for further research.

First it is pre Osed that strategy of analysis is det941ned by

the size of spatial units ()chunks) of information kocessed,respectively;

by frnpulsive and reflective children. Specifically, it is propos6d that

global analysis, typical of im`pulsive. children, involves processibj

stimuli in large chunks) and that' detailed analysis of reflective children

J
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involves processincj stimuli in small chunks. Naturally, processing4.

belied on largo chunks entails detection of fewer details and con-

4.14 .
..

1 k sequently, lbw accuracy on thsks in ))vhich solution of the 'problem
4.. ,

a

a
... e',

J\ * r e q u i r e s detection of such detain).a .

. .

..----

Secdndly, t .is propostid that the. size of chunks is related to

' speeq of rrformance; the larger the size of the chunks, the faster
1

% "the scanning of a given stimulus area.

,The above propositions bear directly on the iharacterization of

4

the reflection-impulsivity dimension in terms of observable behavior

measures of speed and accuracy. These propositions suggeit that
A

response latency, associated with strategy of analysts, is an

important and stable indicator of cognitive' style. It follows that\
the same relative speed of impulsive and reflective chilAen should

be.found in different tasks involving analysis of visual stimuli.

Relative accuracy, on the other hand, might vary, depending

on the relationship (conipatibility or incompatibility) between

strategy of analysis and the task or stimuli eMployed. It is, thus,

not a stable inde)t of cognitive styie, neither doe)s it reflect the

subjects' general ability or problem sq,lving c mpetence. Rather,

it reflects specific ability to solve problems with specific require-;
ment s .

9
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An ad A/ tonal prediction ba sed on the proponitionn doscribod above,

is that :Toed and accuracy nhould be negatively correlated for itnpul-

sive and reflective children on tasks which require detailed analysis

(e.g., the MFF) but may be independent on other tabks. The findings

of the studydescribed earlier"arein line with .his prediction. In fact,

prolonged response latency of' impulsive childre\ on th4 MFF htis been

reported to pccur in modification studies without increase "in accuracy,

and increase.in accuracy on this task has also been reported to occur

without proldhged response latdncy.

ACcording to our propositions, mere increase in response latency

of impulsive children should not affebt their accuracy, as during the

additional period'of time impulsive children WOulCrmost likely continue

to process information in large chunks, which would not lead to detect-.

ion of small differences required for correct solution. Rather it seems

that the best way to improve impulsive childrens' performance would be

to adapt tasks to their specific sttategy of analysis. As we can noW.

predict in which types of tasks impulsive,children are likely to succeed,
,

we Can redesign problems in a way that would maximize impulsive

.\ children' s success.

However, in situations tvhere detailed analysis is n3andatory, the

. abov propositions could also be useful in suggesting guidelines for

f
.
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4
tialning impulsive children; drawing their ettention to small details'

8

should proceed by presenting them iratially, with pmall isolated c

rather than a detail embedded in a complex largo chunk. While a small

Ohunk whi part of a complex chunkwould probably be missed

altogether, by impuliive children, an isolated small chunk would be

more likely to be noticed% A fading or other graduated training should

then follow with the aim of training children to analyze stimuli whon

necessary, tnto small chunks even when the stimuli are complex._

Finally, it appears to us that differences in strategies of analysis

are generalized to various cogaitive fun tions and are reflected in f

different modalities as well as differ t levels of complLity of
i-

cognitive,functioning. We observed the generality of differences in

processing strategies of impulsive and reflective children in our own

work with tasks employing both verbal and nonverbal material, both

visually arid auditorily presented stimuli, requiring both verbal and

nonverbal reiponses and tanging from visual matching and grouping to

recall and concept formation.

1 1'
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